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Elections for 57 Rajya Sabha seats in the latest round that concluded on June 10 provide notable 

signals about the political winds in several States. Forty-one seats had single candidates who were 

elected unopposed from 11 States, while contests for 16 in four States — Haryana, Karnataka, 

Maharashtra and Rajasthan — were eventful, and accompanied by charges of horse-trading, sabotage, 

and misuse of power by incumbents at the Centre and State. The BJP’s continued emphasis on backward 

classes and weaker sections was evident in its selection of candidates — reflected in at least half of the 

22 new members the party brings into the Rajya Sabha. Three Muslim BJP MPs who have their terms 

ending in July were not renominated, and the ruling party will not have a single Parliament member 

from the community now. The Congress, on the other hand, continued to be tone deaf to the clamour 

for increased representation by weaker sections — eight of its 10 candidates were from dominant 

communities. The party pointedly lost the first opportunity to demonstrate that its Udaipur declaration 

that promised reforms in the party such as the ‘one family, one person’ principle in allotting tickets was 

indeed a serious effort. 

The BJP’s manoeuvring capacity yielded good results in Maharashtra and Haryana but in 

Rajasthan, it had to eat humble pie, losing an MLA to the Congress camp. In Karnataka, the elections saw 

the Congress distancing itself from the JD(S), trying to emerge as the singular opposition to the ruling 

BJP ahead of the Assembly election next year. The new situation makes the possibility of an alliance 

distant, if not impossible. The BJP’s show of strength in Maharashtra has upset the calculations of the 

ruling tripartite Maha Vikas Aghadi (MVA), and threatens its government. In 2019, the strength of the 

MVA, comprising the Shiv Sena, Nationalist Congress Party (NCP) and Congress along with a few 

independents and smaller parties, stood at 169, comfortably above the halfway mark of 145. Two-and-

half-years later, the BJP secured 123 votes in the Rajya Sabha elections, while the MVA’s tally came 

down to 161 votes. Two NCP MLAs were in jail and could not vote, one Sena vote was declared invalid; 

one Sena MLA had died a month ago. Though the MVA government faces no immediate danger, the 

shift of at least 10 votes to the BJP has brought it closer to the majority mark amid murmurs of 

discontent within the three parties. Fresh talk of welcoming ‘disgruntled’ and ‘dissatisfied’ MLAs could 

well be possible in the coming days. Rajasthan CM Ashok Gehlot and Chhattisgarh CM Bhupesh Baghel 

have reinforced their positions within the Congress amid demands for their exit. In Haryana, the loss of 

one winnable seat due to internal feuding shows the inability of the Congress high command to enforce 

discipline. 

 

 conclude (verb) – come to an end, halt, stop, 

terminate, finish, be over. 

 notable (adjective) – important, significant, 

marked, striking, glaring, obvious. 

 signal (noun) – indication, pointer, intimation. 

 wind (noun) – trend, tide, tendency, leaning, 

orientation.  

 unopposed (adjective) – unchallenged, 

unhindered, unimpeded. 

 eventful (adjective) – action-packed, lively, 

active, hectic. 

 accompany (verb) – occur with, co-occur with, 

coincide with, coexist with, go with, appear 

with. 

 charge (noun) – accusation, allegation, 

indictment. 

 horse-trading (noun) – it is normally used to 

indicate a hard & shrewd (clever) 

negotiation/bargaining between two 

bargaining (political) parties to show an 

understanding of the problem. 

 sabotage (noun) – disruption, deliberate 

damage, obstruction, vandalism. 

 incumbent (noun) – current/existing/present 

holder, bearer or occupant of an office. 

 emphasis (noun) – importance, significance; 

priority, insistence. 

 evident (adjective) – obvious, clear, visible, 

discernible, perceptible, noticeable, 

recognizable. 
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 reflect (verb) – indicate, show, display, 

demonstrate, reveal, disclose, exhibit, 

manifest. 

 term (noun) – period, time, spell, stint. 

 renominate (verb) – nominate again. 

 on the one hand (phrase) – it is used to 

introduce the first of two contrasting different, 

points, facts, or ways of looking at something.  

It is always followed later by “on the other 

hand” or ‘on the other’. 
 on the other hand (phrase) – as an alternative. 

 tone-deaf (adjective) – insensitive to the 

concerns or difficulties of others; unable to 

understand matters concerning others’ 
sentiment/opinion; having a lack of 

perception, having a lack of understanding. 

 clamour (noun) – protest, complaint, 

outcry/commotion. 

 representation (noun) – participation, 

involvement, taking part. 

 dominant (adjective) – supreme, authoritative, 

most influential, most powerful. 

 pointedly (adverb) – directly, unambiguously, 

unquestionably. 

 indeed (adverb) – in fact, actually, undeniably. 

 manoeuvre (noun) – negotiate, navigate, 

manipulate (skillfully & carefully). 

 yield (verb) – produce, give, provide, return, 

bring in, fetch, generate. 

 eat humble pie (phrase) – to admit your fault 

in a humiliating way and/or make a humble 

apology; back down, admit defeat, surrender, 

capitulate, yield, give in, cave in, submit. 

 distance oneself from (phrasal verb) – 

denounce, disown, reject. 

 alliance (noun) – association, union, 

partnership. 

 distant (adjective) – faraway,  remote, 

detached, unapproachable. 

 calculation (noun) – computation, reckoning, 

estimation, assessment, projection, prediction, 

expectation. 

 tripartite (adjective) – involving three parties. 

 mark (noun) – level, stage. 

 secure (verb) – obtain, gain, get. 

 tally (noun) – total, count. 

 come down (phrasal verb) – decline, decrease, 

reduce. 

 face (verb) – encounter, confront, deal with. 

 amid (preposition) – in the middle of, 

surrounded by; during. 

 murmur (noun) – whisper, report, speculation, 

rumour, gossip/talk. 

 discontent (noun) – disappointment, 

dissatisfaction, disgruntlement, resentment, 

grievances, unhappiness, displeasure. 

 disgruntled (adjective) – aggrieved, 

dissatisfied, unhappy/disappointed. 

 reinforce (verb) – support, uphold, bolster, 

underpin, undergird, strengthen. 

 due to (phrase) – owing to, as a result of, 

because of. 

 feud (noun) – argument, dispute, 

disagreement, quarrel, row, fight, squabble, 

difference of opinion. 

 inability (noun) – incapability, incapacity, 

powerlessness, impotence, helplessness. 

 high command (noun) – commander-in-chief, 

head, leader, boss. 

 enforce (verb) – force, compel, exact, demand, 

insist on, require, necessitate. 

************************************************************************************* 

By speaking out last week on the situation along the Line of Actual Control (LAC), two top 

American officials have sent a clear message that Washington views the on-going India-China border 

tensions as part of the broader geopolitical contest underway in the region. On a visit to New Delhi, 

General Charles A. Flynn, Commander of the U.S. Army Pacific, described the level of Chinese activity in 

Eastern Ladakh as “eye-opening” and questioned its intentions. Then, at the Shangri-La Dialogue in 

Singapore, the region’s most high-profile security event, U.S. Secretary of Defence Lloyd J. Austin said 

Beijing was continuing to “harden its position” along the border. He drew a connection between China’s 

fishing activities in the East China Sea, the placing of advanced weaponry on man-made islands in the 

South China Sea, and its LAC actions as part of a “coercive and aggressive approach” to territorial claims. 

He underlined that the Biden administration saw the Indo-Pacific as its “priority theatre of operations” 
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and at the “heart of American grand strategy”. The LAC comment predictably led to China’s Foreign 

Ministry accusing the U.S. of “adding fuel to the fire”. 

June 15, 2022, will mark the second anniversary of the violent Galwan Valley clash, which also 

marked the lowest point in bilateral relations in many decades. Leaving aside the curious detail that 

American officials have recently had more to say publicly than their Indian counterparts about the as-

yet-unresolved crisis, there appears to be little prospect of an imminent resolution after two years and 

15 rounds of talks. At the Shangri-La Dialogue, to which New Delhi puzzlingly did not send high-level 

political representation, the Chinese Defence Minister, Gen. Wei Fenghe, alleged it was India that “sent 

people to the Chinese side of the territory”. He did add that both sides were working on maintaining 

good relations, but with India and China continuing to fortify forward areas, a full de-escalation remains 

increasingly unlikely. By highlighting the border, the U.S. appears to be making its case to the region that 

its allies and partners need to band together to restrain China’s behaviour. New Delhi, for its part, will 

likely face ever greater expectations to take a stand on China’s actions, beyond the bilateral domain. 

India, so far, is the only one among the four Quad countries to refrain from taking public positions on 

issues such as Taiwan and Hong Kong. Beijing, meanwhile, is pointing to the U.S. and the Quad as 

destabilising forces, viewing the Quad as a nascent “Asian NATO”, a label that its members reject. New 

Delhi might like to say it has already chosen its side in this geopolitical tussle — that is, its own. But the 

reality is that countries are likely to face increasingly hard choices as they navigate an intensifying rivalry 

between the world’s two biggest powers. 

 

 speak out (phrasal verb) – express, articulate, 

communicate, convey, voice (something 

straightforwardly & publicly). 

 message (noun) –  a significant political point. 

 on-going (adjective) – continuing, constant, 

unending, unceasing, never-ending. 

 tension (noun) – strained relations; strain, 

stress, pressure, unease. 

 underway (adverb) – in progress, under way, 

going on, continuing, happening, occurring, 

taking place. 

 eye-opening (adjective) – astonishing, 

shocking, surprising. 

 IISS Shangri-La Dialogue (noun) – The IISS 

Shangri-La Dialogue is Asia’s premier defence 

summit. It’s a unique meeting where ministers 

debate the region’s most pressing security 

challenges, engage in important bilateral talks 

and come up with fresh approaches together.  

 the International Institute for Strategic 

Studies (IISS) (noun) – An international 

research institute that provides objective 

information on military, geopolitical and geo-

economic developments that could lead to 

conflict. They promote the development of 

sound policies that further global peace and 

security. 

 high-profile (adjective) – prominent, most 

important, attracting much public attention. 

 harden (verb) –  solidify, strengthen, reinforce. 

 drew past tense of draw (verb) – depict, 

outline, illustrate, render, represent, mark out. 

 advanced (adjective) – state-of-the-art, 

recently developed, sophisticated. 

 weaponry (noun) – weapons of war, artillery, 

firearms, guns, armaments. 

 man-made (adjective) – made by human 

beings; caused by human beings; artificial. 

 coercive (adjective) – overbearing, forceful, 

intimidating, high-handed. 

 aggressive (adjective) – hostile, belligerent, 

bellicose, hawkish, combative. 

 territorial (adjective) – local; relating to a 

particular territory (area/region). 

 claim (noun) – rights, entitlement. 

 underline (verb) – highlight, emphasize, 

underscore. 

 administration (noun) – government, regime, 

authority, leadership, management. 

 theatre (noun) – place of action, arena. 

 at the heart of (phrase) – at the most 

important part of. 
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 strategy (noun) – plan of action (in order to 

achieve a more expansive set of political, 

economic, and security interests). 

 comment (noun) – opinion, view, remark, 

observation, debate, discussion. 

 predictably (adverb) – as expected. 

 led past participle of lead to (verb) – result in, 

cause, bring on, bring about, give rise to. 

 add fuel to the fire (phrase) – to make a bad 

situation worse; increase, magnify, amplify, 

augment, intensify, heighten (a difficult 

situation).  

 mark (verb) – represent, signify, indicate; 

observe, recognize, acknowledge, remember, 

commemorate. 

 clash (noun) – fight, confrontation, conflict. 

 low point (noun) – the worst moment (of a 

situation//activity).  

 leave aside (phrasal verb) – to not consider 

something; ignore, dismiss, push aside . 

 curious (adjective) – strange/unusual, 

unconventional, surprising. 

 official (noun) – officer, office-holder, office-

bearer, administrator, executive, functionary; 

bureaucrat, dignitary, mandarin; 

representative. 

 publicly (adverb) – in public. 

 have more to say (phrase) – not finished yet, 

there’s more to say. 

 counterpart (noun) – someone who has the 

same job as another; equivalent, equal, fellow. 

 as-yet-unresolved (adjective) – unresolved so 

far. 

 as yet (phrase) – so far, thus far, yet, still, even 

now, up till now, up to now, until now, up to 

the present time. 

 prospects (noun) – chances, possibilities, 

expectations. 

 imminent (adjective) – close/near, about to 

happen, approaching/impending. 

 resolution (noun) – solution, settlement. 

 talks (noun) – discussions, negotiations, 

deliberation. 

 puzzlingly (adverb) – perplexingly, 

bewilderingly, mystifyingly, bafflingly. 

 high-level (adjective) – high-ranking, top-level, 

prominent, pre-eminent, senior, influential, 

distinguished. 

 representation (noun) – participation, 

involvement, taking part. 

 allege (verb) – claim, assert, declare, state, 

contend, argue, charge, accuse. 

 fortify (verb) – encourage, intensify, support, 

nurture. 

 forward area (noun) – an area in proximity to 

combat. 

 de-escalation (noun) – reduction, lessening, 

decrease (the intensity of something). 

 increasingly (adverb) – more and more, 

steadily more, continuously more, gradually 

more. 

 unlikely (adjective) – doubtful, implausible, 

improbable, questionable. 

 highlight (verb) – underline, emphasize, 

underscore. 

 ally (noun) – a country/state with an alliance 

with another one in which they promise to 

support each other militarily and to defend 

each other. 

 band together (phrasal verb) – unite, combine, 

join, team up, cooperate. 

 restrain (verb) – stop, halt, restrict, control, 

contain, curb. 

 take a stand against (phrase) – to oppose 

someone or something courageously. 

 domain (noun) – area of activity, sphere of 

activity; realm, territory. 

 so far (phrase) – until now, up to the present, 

up to this point. 

 refrain from (verb) – stop oneself, abstain, 

desist from, hold back. 

 point to (phrasal verb) – indicate, suggest, 

signal, signify, denote, reveal. 

 destabilise (verb) – undermine, weaken, 

impair, damage, subvert, sabotage. 

 destabilising (adjective) – undermining, 

weakening, impairing, damaging. 

 nascent (adjective) – just beginning, emerging, 

rising, advancing, burgeoning. 

 tussle (noun) – quarrel, contention, fight. 

 navigate (verb) – go across, traverse; 

negotiate, steer.  
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